We connect the non-profit community and the corporate world to build together a more inclusive society and circular economy.

Click on the initiatives below to discover content and impact:

- Impact Hands
- Impact Pallets
- Impact Boost
- Impact Office & IT

Set up in 2009 with the support of the King Baudouin Foundation.
Since 2009, Hu-Bu has been developing services and tools connecting the Non-Profit Organizations (NPO) and the Corporate World through concrete initiatives for a more Inclusive Society and Circular Economy.

• **Impact Hands**
  An opportunity to offer manual support from preparing food packs for homeless to creating playgrounds for kids, painting rooms or even cleaning rivers... *On site* - *Team input* - *From 8p to 30p per NPO (Up to a total of 300p / initiative)*

• **Impact Pallets**
  An opportunity to transform recycled wood pallets into new trendy furniture corresponding to upstream demands from NPO and schools. *On site* - *Team input* - *From 20p to 80p per session*

• **Impact Boost**
  An opportunity to strengthen team spirit while helping a Non-Profit Organization find solutions to its challenges (positioning, visibility, digitization...). *Digital tools* - *Team input* - *From 15p to 50 per session*

• **Impact Office & IT**
  Why throw away your office furniture and destroy computers or other IT products when you can give it a nice and well-deserved “Second Life" in a Non-Profit Organization or a school?
Acting for a more inclusive society

An enriching experience dedicated to offering time to Non-Profit Organizations during a full day.

Impact
A breathtaking opportunity to share their daily life and challenges.

Features
• On site gathering
• Team approach
• Half day or full day
• Split teams / activities
• Teams of 8 to 12 in social NPO
• Teams up to 30 in nature NPO

Min 8p to Max 30p per team

video example
Acting for a more circular economy

An innovative day dedicated to transforming during a full day recycled wood pallets into furniture for Non-Profits.

Impact
An exceptional way to link solidarity and circular economy.

Features
• On site gathering
• Team approach
• Half day or full day
• In central place in Brussels
• Volunteers split in teams of 7
• Tools provided
• Professional advice by experts
• Furniture pre-ordered by NPO
• Mobile Pallets on demand

Min 20p to Max 80p

video example
Collective intelligence for the benefit of the non-profit community

Solidarity Boost is an initiative with a twofold objective, to strengthen team spirit while helping a non-profit organization find solutions to its challenges or specific issues (positioning, visibility, digitization...)

The support is organized in the form of a virtual workshop where the pooling of skills of participants generates an innovative collective intelligence allowing created teams, accompanied by experts and digital tools, to identify and propose new solutions to the challenges of the non-profit organization.

Structure

- Half or full day workshop
- From 15 to 50 participants
- Experts to guide brainstorming
- Digital tools

In collaboration with Impact Valley
Why throw away your office furniture or IT material when you can give it a well-deserved “Second Life” in a Non-Profit Organization or a school?

3 good reasons

1. Participate in the solidarity chain by offering the associations and schools the basis to work in the best conditions at affordable costs.

2. Neutralize unnecessary costs for logistics, storage or destruction.

3. Converting the "second life" philosophy into concrete action, in line with CSR and sustainability goals.

Project Digital Gap Funding
In collaboration with Circular.brussels
2009 Support of the King Baudouin Foundation
2010 Nominated by Enterprize.be Category « Social Entrepreneurship »
2010 Nominated by HR Excellence Awards Special Award from the Jury - « Best HR Initiative of the Year »
Solidarity driven Leaders & Partners

20,000 persons involved since 2010
Recent Partners

Leaders and Partners in the Circular Economy

21,129 items transferred
From Corporate Companies to Non-Profits and Schools since 2011
Contact
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